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Public Goods and Political Structures: The Story of Reston, VA

Josh Stanfield
Longwood University

Abstract
Reston Virginia is a unique community that offers an abundance of public goods through its
homeowner' s association, Reston Association. One question of interest is whether the fees
charged by Reston Association to homeowner' s extracts all of the public goods gains that
result from Reston Association's services. If this is true, then the selling price of a house
should encompass this. In this paper, data were collected throughout Fairfax County housing,
as well as data from Reston specifically, and a dummy variable was used to see if there is a
price premium placed on housing on residential property in Reston. This paper finds no
statistically significant difference between housing located in Reston versus the rest of
Fairfax County; however, evidence is found that housing located within the Reston Town
Center does carry a price premium for that community. Though it cannot be concluded that
Reston Town Center offers more public goods in excess of fees than other communities, the
results are consistent with this conclusion. This may provide some interesting implications
for communities of suburban areas that are trying to build up new downtowns in suburbia.
Finally, ideas for future research are suggested at the conclusion.

Introduction
Reston, Virginia is a community that offers a unique set of public goods through a
large homeowner's association that should carry a price premium on residential property.
Previous authors have discussed the number and types of public goods Reston offers, but
none have done empirical research detennining the value residents place on them. This
paper presents an empirical study that detennines whether a price premium occurs in the
Reston housing market.
Reston was one of the first planned communities in the United States, so there
were few existing models for its founders to emulate. This allowed Reston to develop
into a unique community in which the political structure evolved to more efficiently
provide public goods. The first section of this paper presents a history of Reston's
evolution.
The next section covers the political structure of Reston. This section discusses
how Reston is structured politically, and how this structure differs from that of a typical
town or city. Additionally, an analysis of the arguments that have been made in the past is
presented, as well as the implications town incorporation would have for public goods
provision. Finally, this section highlights how this particular form of governance provides
for public goods in Reston.
The following section offers a brief overview of public goods in our society, as
well as discussing how they are typically provided. Following this, the number and types
of public goods in Reston are discussed, as well as how they are provided, and how this
differs from typical provision. It is shown here that Reston offers more public goods than
a typical subdivision, and does so in a more efficient manner.
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Previously, Foldvary (1992) tested six hypotheses in his doctorate, one of which
concerned site values in private communities that provide for public goods. He reasons
that site values must increase because owners are willing to pay a premium through
homeowner's fees. He did not test his hypotheses empirically, however. This paper will
expand upon Foldvary and test the hypothesis that, holding all other determinants of
property values constant, residents do place a premium on living in Reston above and
beyond the level of a typical Fairfax County property.
The next section offers the econometric methodology used to determine the sales
price of a house in Fairfax County. Three basic categories of independent variables are
used to determine the selling price of a house: the internal characteristics and external
characteristics of the individual house, and any externalities the house would encompass.
A Reston variable is used to determine whether there is a price premium on housing in
Reston. Finally, the econometric model is specified at the end of this section.
The following section offers information on the data and data sources, as well as a
mention of sample design. There is also some considerable discussion on how to model
some externalities, namely crime and school quality.
The next section offers the results of the model, as well as providing an analysis
and interpretation of the results. Following this, econometrics problems that showed up in
this regression are discussed.
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History of Reston VA
Reston Virginia has historically been a unique place. Home to approximately
sixty thousand, and larger than many towns and cities, Reston can be described as: a giant
homeowner's association, a special tax district, a planned community, or a place in
Fairfax County. However, Reston was not always this way. Reston began life as a 7400
acre tract of undeveloped land west ofWashington DC. Over the years, Reston developed
in a manner quite different than that of an ordinary suburb. This has transformed Reston
into what it is today, a throbbing example of a planned community that is a model for
others throughout the country.
Reston's history dates to the mid seventeenth century. At the time, the land that
Reston currently resides on was deeded as part of the Northern Neck Proprietary to Lord
Culpeper, who gave this land to his daughter Catherine, Lady Fairfax. The land stayed
within the family until 1852, when the land was sold to Ben Thornton. Thornton kept the
land until 1886, when it was put up for auction to settle back taxes the family owed. The
land was then sold to Max Wiehle for twenty thousand dollars. Wiehle wanted to create a
new town, somewhat similar to Reston today . The new town ofWiehle was to include a
community center, a hotel, parks and industry, and the Town was incorporated in 1898
(Netherton 1989).
At the time, the W&OD railroad ran through Reston, roughly parallel to today's
Dulles Toll Road. In the late 1800s many Washington bureaucrats used this route, and
owned housing in Fairfax. The town was to have many streets, with structures built in a
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way that encouraged a mixture of uses, including residential properties, commercial
establishments and parks, very similar in many ways to modem day Reston. Some of
Wiehle's plans did follow through. A post office was built, and approximately six or
seven (of 800 planned) residences were built. However, the town of Wiehle was plagued
with problems, and it later failed. Dr. Wiehle died in 1901, and his sons never took an
interest in their father's new town. In 1908, the land was sold by his sons (Netherton
1989).
The land where Reston sits would change hands many times after Wiehle's death.
In 1923, A. Smith Bowman bought 3800 acres in the never established town, renaming it
Sunset Hills Farm. Bowman used the land to distill Virginia Gentleman bourbon
beginning in 1933, with the end of prohibition. In 1947, Bowman bought up another 3000
acres, and his farm becomes the largest in Northern Virginia. Bowman, his farm, and the
distillery would remain the only occupants of the land until 1961 (Netherton 1989).
In 1961, Robert E. Simon bought 7400 acres, all of the land Bowman owned
except the farm's main house, the distillery, and the distillery's warehouse. The land is
located eighteen miles west of Washington D.C., and five miles east of the then planned
Dulles Airport. It was part of John F. Kennedy's year 2000 plan for the Washington D.C
region. Gulf Oil also had a large part in financing the acquisition. Simon was a man with
a vision: he wanted Reston to be a way to live, not just a place. He thought of Reston as a
solution to the "urban crisis." Simon's plan for Reston accounted for the successes and
failures of the past. Simon was familiar with Da Vinci's plan for ten satellite cities for
Milan, and his father had been involved with Radbum NJ, one of the first planned
communities in the United States. Simon thus decided to avoid the failures that plagued
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many European new towns; a bull's eye center with concentric rings was to be avoided,
and open space was to be used for recreation, not protectionism. Additionally, 42% of the
gross acreage was to be left to the public for roads, schools, parks, open space, and golf
courses. A town center was put in his original design as well (Netherton 1989).
Overall, Simon had seven goals for Reston (Netherton 1989). They were
•

provide the widest opportunities for leisure time

•

Provide heterogeneous housing opportunities (townhouses, single family homes,
apartments, etc), such that one can live in Reston their whole life, if they desire to.

•

Encourage the importance of the individual over large, broad concepts

•

be able to live and work in the same community

•

provide commercial, cultural and recreation opportunities at the outset

•

foster beauty (natural and structural)

•

be a financial success

These goals, however, were in conflict with the then-current Fairfax County zoning
regulations. Fairfax's regulations limited commercial and residential mixtures, and many
did not permit mixed densities. Had Simon been subject to these regulations, creating a
mixture of housing opportunities and business in the same community would likely not
have been a possibility. Thus, for Simon to follow through on his vision, a new type of
zoning had to be developed. Simon and others drafted a new zoning ordinance, dubbed
Planned Residential Community (PRC), and brought it to The Fairfax County Board of
Supervisors (Netherton 1989). In June 1962, the new zoning was approved. PRC was an
important victory for Simon, as it removed many of the artificial restrictions Simon
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would have been forced to comply with, such as minimum setback requirements and
functional separation that characterize typical suburban development. PRC also allowed
for a mixture of densities, at the three rates (high - 60 people/acre, medium - 14/acre,
and low, 3.8/acre) that Simon was seeking (Gulf Reston). The overall density, however,
was not to exceed thirteen people per acre. Finally, any community that was to use PRC
zoning had to include a master plan for its community (Netherton 1989).
Few major groups existed within Reston at the outset. Two of the most important
were the First Homeowner's Association and Second Homeowner's Association legally
created in 1964 (Ingebritsen 1977). In 1970, the First and Second Homeowner's
Association's merged into Reston Homeowner's Association, and years later would be
renamed Reston Association (RA). Today, RA is a non-stock, non-profit corporation, and
raises money by assessing dues. Additionally, the developer originally was to have 1/3 of
all votes in all RA matters, until buildout was reached. Within the First and Second
Homeowner' s Association, there were two important subgroups. The first were Cluster
Associations. Cluster Associations were a defined group of residential townhouses
(essentially subdivisions). Every owner owned their own house and the lot, and had a
right to use all Reston public goods. Additionally, every house within a cluster
association automatically had one vote in all Homeowner's Association matters. If the
house was not occupied, then the developer retained that vote. The second important
subgroup was the Design Review Board (DRB). The DRB was in charge of approving
designs of its member's buildings, including residential and commercial buildings.
Initially, however, Simon intended for the homeowner's associations to provide
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recreation as their first priority. The second priority ofthe homeowner's associations was
to enforce covenants administration through the DRB (Netherton 1989).
The first project to test the Reston concept was Lake Anne Village. At Lake Anne
Village, there were to be three townhouse clusters, three apartment buildings (one being a
thirteen story high-rise), garden walkups, shops, offices, a community center, a library
and recreational facilities (Reston Times 1970). All ofthese were to surround the man
made Lake Anne. In Thanksgiving 1964, the first employer arrived to Reston, the Air
Survey Corporation (GulfReston 1970). Two weeks later, the first housing was for sale.
Note that industry here preceded housing - Simon understood the value ofthe
commercial sector. By February 1965, all ofthe commercial units at Lake Anne Village
were occupied. In December 1965, Lake Anne Village officially opened, and the first
residents were moving into Hunters Woods, another village center, south ofthe Dulles
access road, consisting ofmore typical single family suburban development. By this time,
over 1000 people lived in Reston. On May 21, 1966, Reston was officially dedicated. At
this ceremony, then Governor Mills Godwin spoke, President Johnson sent a telegram,
and United States Geological Survey announced that they would be locating their
headquarters in Reston. USGS was to be located in the industrial center ofReston, such
that USGS' location would protect Reston residents from noise, smog, smoke and odors.
This was accomplished by planning for industry to be functionally separated from
residential locations. Thus, no residences exist in the industrial center ofReston (Reston
Times 1970). Around this time, various cultural groups began to surface as well; drama
groups, musical groups, and Greater Reston Arts Center (GRACE) were all founded early
in the history ofReston. Some ofthe recreational opportunities were beginning to surface
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as well. A couple ofpools were around at this time, others would follow over time in
response to demand. Tennis courts followed in a similar manner as well. Finally, two golf
courses, one public and one private were also built early on; the homeowner's
associations had nothing to do with them (GulfReston 1970).
However, some problems were about to come to the surface for Reston.
Unfortunately for Simon, there was a long lag between the investment and the return for
Reston, and Simon lost a lot of money. Some of this can be attributed to Simon's
insistence on commercial, cultural, and recreational opportunities at the outset.
Thankfully, however, Gulf Oil was around when Simon lost money. Gulf also happened
to be a good company to deal with this sort ofsituation, as they had had experience with
"new towns," and they knew that Reston was a good investment. Thus, on September 28,
1967, GulfReston (a subsidiary ofGulf Oil) took over financial and operational
responsibility ofReston. Gulf was a very positive driving force in Reston's history, as it
turned out. They accelerated residential development ofReston, to one thousand units per
year. They also started some low to moderate income housing with a financial investment
from Housing and Urban Development. Another formation in 1967 was RCA, or the
Reston Citizen's Association. Originally, RCA was formed to make sure that Gulf
adhered to Simon's vision, and anyone was to be allowed to join. RCA had a number of
successes, such as beginning commuter bus service out to Reston, and became a
spokesperson for Reston. RCA would prove to be an important driving force for Reston
over the years (GulfReston 1970).
One of the most important reformations in Reston's history began in February
1969. It was at this time that Karl Ingebritsen took over as executive director of the First

Homeowner's Association and Second Homeowner's Association (lngebritsen 1977). At
the time, there were a lot of problems with the two organizations. At Ingebritsen's arrival,
the two associations had nine separate bank accounts, the billing records were unusable,
and the two organizations were essentially in disarray. Ingebritsen set about fixing this,
however, and fixed up many of the property records (thus helping to fix the billing
records), and set the two homeowner's associations on the right track. It also wasn't long
before Ingebritsen saw the uselessness of having two separate homeowner's associations.
Though there was some opposition to the idea at first, mostly by residents of SHOA, but
eventually Ingebritsen changed his opponent's minds, and on April 22, 1970, First
Homeowner' s Association and Second Homeowner's Association merged in Reston
Homeowner's Association (RHOA). However, merging the two homeowner's
associations did not solve all of the problems RHOA faced. At this time, Town Councils
were started as well, to keep citizens involved (and essentially, keep an eye on RHOA).
The actual power of these town councils, however, was unclear. In March of 1971, the
Executive Director suggested more powers for himself, to implement necessary changes.
Many others, however, felt that this was unnecessary, and it turned out that this
controversy would end Ingebritsen's career as executive director (Netherton 1989). Also
in 1971, the Reston Times had an interesting quote, in an editorial, noting the structure of
RHOA. On April 22, 1971, the Times wrote "RHOA is neither a public government, nor
a private corporation, yet its function as evolved through citizen-developer reaction
smacks of both." In 1972, RHOA reformed much of their bylaws and structure
(Netherton 1989). Much of these reformations, such as voting, length of terms, etc. came
from RCA. Additionally, after these reformations were made the town councils were
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abolished. This was a sensible move, as much ofthe function that the town councils were
to provide was already being provided by RCA and the cluster associations. About this
time, after the reformations made, that RHOA began to get its feet on the ground. It also
wasn't long until questions about RHOA's role began to surface. In 1975, a question of
whether RHOA was to provide just land and facilities maintenance only, or to they play a
larger role through the "welfare clause" in the bylaws. In 1976 this question was largely
answered, as William Blake helped to expand RHOA's role, in part helped by his $60
assessment fee on Reston homes (Ingebritsen 1977).
A number ofother happenings occurred through this time period. In 1967, when
GulfReston took over management, Reston had approximately 1300 residents (Foldvary
1992). By 1971, approximately 16,000 called Reston their home (Foldvary 1992). In
1972 ramps were built for the Dulles access road, which allowed for better public
transportation commuting options for Reston's populace, as the Dulles toll road would
not be ready for another twelve years (GulfReston). In 1973, the International Center,
including a Sheraton Inn and a Conference Center, was dedicated. Reston's first stoplight
was put in place as well (Netherton 1989). In 1979, the Reston Community Center
opened after a long citizen campaign and eight years ofdesign. In 1980 Mobil bought out
Reston from GulfReston, which wanted to get out of real estate at the time. Reston Land
Corporation, a subsidiary of Mobil, then took over building Reston. Additionally, voters
rejected a proposal of town status by approximately three to two (Netherton 1989). By
1984, more than 40,000 called Reston their home, and more than 22,000 worked in
Reston (Foldvary 1992). Additionally, the Dulles Toll Road opened, providing Reston
residents with easy access to Tyson's comer and Washington DC, and vice versa
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(Foldvary 1992). In 1987, Reston reached 50,000 residents, and RHOA changed its name
to Reston Association (RA). One year later, Reston Land Corporation started
construction on Reston Town Center, Reston's urban downtown area. One year after that,
the first tenants arrived to the Town Center, the Bowman distillery closed and moved to
Spotsylvania County, and its buildings were leveled (Netherton 1989). In 1990, the Town
Center's first phase was completed, including 220,000 square feet ofretail space, 290,000
square feet ofoffice buildings and professional space, the 514 room Hyatt Regency Hotel
and an 11 screen movie theater. In 1992, RA made a somewhat controversial move, and
rolled swimming pool fees into the annual assessment, allowing all residents to access the
pools, provided they paid their dues (Foldvary 1992). In 1994, Hunters Woods Village
Center (opened slightly after Lake Anne Village Center) went bankrupt and is taken over
by Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association. Additionally, many provisions ofPRC
were rewritten. In 1995, as Reston approached build-out, Reston Land relinquished their
final seat on the Reston Association board. In 1996, Reston Land sold their holdings to
Terrabrook, the land development division ofWestbrook Partners. Sallie Mae opened a
complex at former Bowman Distillery site. BDM and Oracle announced plans for large
relocations to Reston. One year later, plans for second stage ofReston Town Center were
announced, and construction began. Oracle and BDM buildings begin construction,
somewhat near to Reston Town Center. Primary construction over the next two years is
commercial in nature, though some residential housing opens in the town center district.
By 1999, employment was estimated at 53,000 and the residential population is 62,000.
In August 2000, a YMCA opened (Connection 2004).
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The early 2000s were an interesting time for Reston. Reston Town Center
continued construction. However, much of the commercial real estate market suffered.
Much of the employment gains in the late 1990s had come from dot-com businesses.
With the market dropping beginning in 2000, Reston experienced commercial vacancy
rates increasing from approximately 5 percent to 19.3 percent within 2001 (Weinstock
2002), and would swell in 2002 to 25 percent (Kenny 2003). Today, vacancy rates for the
county have been dropping (exact figures for Reston cannot be found), to about 14
percent (Healy 2004), in large part due to government contracting. Another issue facing
Reston today is the changing face of the residential community. As much of the older,
more typically suburban areas have been built, the only remaining residential
development is occurring as upscale, urban condominiums and apartments, many as high
rises (as an interesting aside, Joe Gibbs owns and lives in one of these condos in Reston).
These apartments are usually priced from $1500 to $3000 a month and some of the
condominiums have sold for more than one million dollars. Some residents have been
bothered by this, as Reston was designed to be accessible to all income levels. However,
these fears are probably unfounded. There is substantial diversity in housing in Reston;
there may well be many one million dollar plus condominiums, but there is also low
income housing, as well as (relatively) cheap townhouses in some areas. However, as a
general rule, single family homes are fairly expensive, as are most new residences
(McNeill Aug. 2004).
Finally, one of the most controversial, interesting, and exciting projects is
occurring today. The first phase of a Metrorail extension to Dulles is currently under
preliminary engineering. A station at Wiehle Avenue is tentatively scheduled for
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completion in 2011, and will be the temporary terminus ofthe line, until funding for the
entire project is secured. The Wiehle Avenue station is scheduled to primarily be a
commuter station in character; however, real estate developers will likely get a green
light to build more office space (and likely residential space, though this outcome is less
certain) around the Wiehle Avenue station. The plans also tentatively call for the full
extension to be built by 2015 (McNeill 2004). Should this happen, a station at Reston
Parkway will be built. This station will not be a commuter station in character, and will
include limited parking. One of the most interesting proposals that could occur eventually
in Reston is the idea of"Air Rights" development over the Dulles Toll Road. The idea of
this would be to essentially tunnel the Dulles Toll Road for a certain length, likely one
half to one mile, and build land above. This could be a very exciting development for
Reston, as it could allow Reston Town Center to stretch directly to the future metro stop
at Reston Parkway. Additionally, it is quite possible that this could occur in the near
future; as real estate prices continue their astronomical climb, it is possible that air rights
development could become cheaper than purchasing land in other areas of Reston, if
regulatory and legal constraints permit this development (Nicosen 2001).
One final note of interest is that many of the new subdivisions in the DC suburbs
have used Reston as a model for living, especially in growing Loudoun County. Many of
the newer areas, such as Ashburn Village, Broadlands, and South Riding have many
things in common with Reston, especially the mixture of residential, commercial and
recreation development. All are unincorporated areas of Loudoun County, and are
serviced by Loudoun County government and a local homeowner's association. Many of
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these communities resemble a twenty-first century version of what Reston likely looked
like in the early to mid-seventies.
At age forty, Reston today is at a crossroads. Reston has completed the original
plans of Robert Simon, and is certainly a success. Reston is a model for planned
communities throughout the country, as evidence in Loudoun County exhibits, and is
certainly a great place to "live, work and play." Reston was developed in a way that is
certainly unlike that of a typical Fairfax County suburb. Though many other suburbs in
Fairfax County have homeowner's associations, none offer the vast powers and broad
opportunities that Reston Association provides, through the Design Review Board and
through its recreational opportunities. Additionally, in a county where strip malls
dominate, Reston has set itself apart with its village centers and the Reston Town Center
especially. With rail to Dulles looming, and Reston Town Center continuing to expand,
the future is a bright one for Reston.

Political Structure of Reston
Reston's political structure is unique as far as local government is concerned.
Reston has many layers of local government, including that of Fairfax County, Reston
Association, and Reston Community Center, but no city or town government. Whereas
citizens in a city or even a town can rely primarily, or even entirely upon the town or city
they reside in to provide them services, citizens of Reston must rely upon a unique
mixture of county governments or quasi-government institutions. This has not stopped
the growing popularity of Reston, however, and merely seems to make life different than
most cities or towns. Thus, Reston's governing needs are fulfilled through a mix of
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governmental entities, including Reston Association, Reston Community Center, and The
Fairfax County Board of Supervisors; this contrasts markedly with the more typical local
government structures in Virginia of towns, cities and suburban county governments.
Today, Reston is not a self-governing entity, unlike a town or a city. Reston's
local government needs are filled by a mixture of lobbying organizations, non-profit
private companies, and Fairfax County. Part of the reason for this is that, back when
Reston was in its infancy, counties with suburbs, such as Fairfax County, were under
extreme pressure to provide services to their residents. Because of this demand, in 1950,
Virginia issued its urban county executive form of government, which may be adopted in
counties with a population exceeding 90,000 residents (Virginia 1997). One of the
provisions of this act was that no unincorporated area may be incorporated as a town or a
city after the adoption of this form of government, without an exemption from the state
legislature. Fairfax County decided to adopt this form of government in 1967 and thus,
after 1967, Reston was ineligible to incorporate as a town or city. Another unique aspect
of Virginia is its laws regarding city independence. Since 1871, all cities in Virginia are
independent of a county by law. This law is unique to Virginia. Of the 43 independent
cities in the United States, 39 appear in Virginia (Wikipedia 2005).
Reston differs from other subdivisions and cities/towns primarily in that Reston is
responsible for more services at the local level than a county-level subdivision, yet is
responsible for less than a city or a town. In this respect, Reston has more in common
with a typical county-level subdivision. In Reston, there are several quasi-governmental
functions served by several Reston organizations. The first, and most well known, is
Reston Association. Reston Association is a homeowner's association created for the
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enforcement of deed covenants, property maintenance, providing recreation, operating
common areas, and exercising architectural control. These services are in fact delegated
to them by the Fairfax County Board of Supervisors (Booz Allen Hamilton 1969). They
are also the primary provider of public goods in Reston. Covenants in RA act much as
zoning regulations do in Fairfax County.
Reston Association raises its money through assessments on homes, all of which
are flat; an increase in a resident's property value does not lead to a higher assessment
(Foldvary 1992). This assessment is in addition to any property taxes Reston residents
pay to Fairfax County to fund county services. Reston Association does not, however,
represent citizens on governmental issues, at either the local, state or national level. RA
will only take a position if the issue directly affects them. RA also participates with RCA
(Reston Citizens Association) on committees. RCA is a group that represents Reston
residents on government and development issues. They are essentially a lobbying group,
however, and have no real power. Reston Community Center is also a provider of public
goods; however their scope is far more limited than RA's. RCC is supported by taxes
from all of the Reston District (Small Tax District #5, which includes some properties
which do not fall under Reston Association), and interestingly, businesses are taxed as
well. RCC also has an elected board of governors (Foldvary 1992). The board of
governors at RCC is responsible to the Fairfax Board of Supervisors. One final
'watchdog' group would be that of the Reston Chamber of Commerce. The Reston
Chamber of Commerce essentially watches out for the interests of the Reston Business
community. They too are essentially a lobbying group. One final point of interest is an
event which occurred in 1972. At that time, RCA wanted a community council, which
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would supersede RCA, and have a defined relationship with the Fairfax Board of
Supervisors. Initially, the Community Council would have an advisory role, and that role
would evolve eventually into a supervisor role. In the long term, the community council
would evolve into a subunit of the county government, with delegated authority. RA
(then RHOA) did not want to take on the role of a surrogate government, however.
Interestingly, the sources referenced suggested that the community council was approved,
yet there is no evidence of it ever taking place. Today, Reston is represented in the
Fairfax Board of Supervisors by the Hunter Mill district supervisor. Within the Hunter
Mill district, there are approximately 125,000 residents, so Reston makes up
approximately one half of one supervisor's district. Additionally, RCA still exists mostly
in its original form today, though some minor changes occurred in 1992 (Foldvary 1992).
The primary governing arm of Reston Association is its Board of directors,
consisting of eight elected directors, and one appointed. The designated director is a
category 'B' member; essentially, a director to serve the interests of apartment renters.
Originally, one of the at-large directors was appointed by the developer. However, this
changed in 1995, as Reston approached build-out. Four of the directors serve different
districts within Reston; South Lakes, Hunters Woods, North Point, and Lake Anne (one
from north Reston, one from central, and two from south). Interestingly, no more than
four district directors are allowed according to RA's bylaws, with a minimum of three.
Additionally, districts can change anytime, but they cannot affect the current director's
term in any way. The remaining seats are all at-large. Board members serve three year
staggered terms. At minimum, at least one district and one at large director must be
elected every year, and all directors face a two-term maximum. Additionally, a director
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must be a resident ofReston, and receive no compensation. Should there be a vacancy,
this may be filled by the other directors, except if a vacancy arrives in the position of the
apartments' director. The board of directors also elects the officers ofReston Association.
The President, first Vice President, Executive Vice President (ChiefExecutive Officer),
Secretary and Treasurer are all elected by the board of directors. Except for the EVP, all
hold terms of one year (Foldvary 1992).
There has been considerable discussion ofconverting Reston to town status, both
in the past and currently. This issue first arose in the late 70s, and was voted on in 1980.
Another referendum was held in 1988. In 2004 there has been discussion once again of
town incorporation by RCA and other groups. Nothing official has occurred so far
however. One problem to overcome for Reston, however, is how to legally achieve
incorporation. For Reston to incorporate as a town, they would need special permission
from the state to bypass the urban county executive law. Thus, any time town status is
taken up, a special referendum must be voted on. One of the major driving forces behind
town incorporation is that of business taxes. Currently, businesses pay no taxes beyond
that at the county level. IfReston were to incorporate as a town, then it could tax
businesses. Part ofRobert Simon's original plan, however, called for encouragement of
business, and some fear that taxing businesses may help to drive them away (Foldvary
1992). There is likely truth in this argument, as if the opportunity cost of owning a
business in Reston goes up, ceteris paribus, other options become relatively cheaper. The
important question, however, is how many businesses would leave, and how much ofan
impact this would have on the quality of life in Reston. Many residents, however, feel
that only making residents pay assessments is not fair. They argue that Reston provides a
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better environment for businesses as much as it provides a better environment for its
residents, and since they come for that, they should pay as well (Jones et al. 1988).
Assuming Reston is modeled in the same manner as Herndon, Vienna, and Clifton, then
businesses in Reston would be exempt from Fairfax County's BPOL (Business,
Professional and Occupational License) taxes. However, they would still be responsible
for personal property taxes (Fairfax County Department of Tax Administration 2003).
The power to tax could either be a blessing or a curse, entirely dependent upon who is in
charge of taxing. If someone were to place heavy tax burden upon the business
community, it could likely cause heavy fallout, and many businesses could end up
moving outside Reston over time. However, if a moderate tax were placed upon
businesses in Reston, then it is possible that this could increase tax revenue without too
heavy of a loss in business in Reston. One final point to make against business taxation is
that, while businesses probably do get some utility out of being located in Reston's nice
environment, they probably do not value this as much as a typical resident does.
Another argument used to promote incorporation is a tax issue. Currently, RA
assessments are not tax-deductible. This would change, however, ifReston were to
incorporate as a town. This assumes, however, that all ofRA's current functions would
be rolled into a town government. Additionally, it is quite possible that there would be
some lost efficiency due to the change in status from a private corporation to a
governmental entity. The final argument in favor of town status is that incorporation
would give Reston greater political clout in regional politics. The main reason this came
up was recently, when the Dulles rail extension was being discussed. As part of the
financing deal, a special tax district was to be constructed, with all properties under the
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planned route affected. However, Herndon effectively stopped the movement dead in its
tracks, because they were unhappy they would be paying taxes for something they
wouldn't be receiving anytime soon (the current plans call for a terminus in Reston; a
station at Herndon wouldn't arrive for many years) (Lesinki 2003). lfReston, with its
current structure, had had a similar concern, Fairfax County could easily have ignored
them and moved ahead anyway (McNeill Mar. 2004).
If a town were to be incorporated in Reston, one ofthe benefits would be to
create a more clear-cut structure. With a town, specifics about who is in charge would be
laid out. There would likely be a mayor and a town council, as with Herndon. It is also
quite likely that there would be an increased voter turnout, as opposed to RA, as voters
would probably be more interested in electing a mayor than a homeowner's association
supervisor. Another benefit would be increased autonomy in local decision-making
(Jones et al. 1988). There are some arguments against town incorporation, however. As
noted previously, some are worried that those who want a town are "spendthrifts"
(Mclean 1988). They fear that ifReston were incorporated as a town, assessments would
go up rather highly. This could occur because, with RA right now, there is an assessment
cap. However, should there be a property tax, as opposed to an assessment, there could be
no limit to taxes. It is possible that an assessment limit on property taxes could be put in
place, but experience with Fairfax County would likely make residents distrustful of such
a limit. Additionally, some have noted that if Reston were incorporated, the town would
likely vote with one voice. However, it was suggested that there may be a downside to
this. Right now, there are a variety of voices in Reston, which is implied by the variety of
organizations within Reston. However, it is possible that a lot of this variety could be lost
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in incorporation. If one voice were to speak for Reston, whose voice would it be? One
final argument against incorporation is that many of the town services currently provided
by Reston Association would still not be tax-deductible. Covenants, for example, would
not be tax-deductible. Thus, only a portion of a property tax bill in an incorporated town
ofReston would actually be tax-deductible. This takes away some of the strength of the
argument for incorporation, though it does not kill it (Reston Times 1988).
Two other possibilities for Reston that have been suggested are that of a special
tax district, and a full-blown city (Jones et al. 1988). IfReston were to become a special
tax district ( distinct from the special tax district that funds RCC), then they would have
some of the powers of a town, but not all. For example, a special tax district could levy
taxes, borrow money, collect trash, exercise eminent domain, and issue bonds. Other than
the tax issue, which has been discussed already, it is unclear how this would help Reston.
RA or Fairfax County can issue bonds and borrow money, as the situation warrants, and
trash is currently collected privately, which is likely more efficient than a government
would perform the same service. Exercising eminent domain may be of some use, but
likely not, as Simon had a plan for all ofReston, and Reston has been laid out more or
less as his plan was specified. Thus, there probably is not much ofneed for the power of
eminent domain.
The other possibility Reston has considered is to become a full-blown city.
Should this happen, Reston would become completely independent ofFairfax County, as
is the case with Falls Church, Fairfax City, and Alexandria. Because of this, however,
Fairfax County is not at all supportive of the idea. Should this happen, Reston would
become responsible for all county services. They could, however, contract with Fairfax
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County for some services. However, they would likely not receive the same level of
service, as Fairfax County would not have much of an incentive to provide a good level
of service to Reston, as Restonians would not have any voice in Fairfax County politics.
Should this happen, there would also be an extremely high initial cost to get the city
running, which has scared some voters in the past. Finally, for both a special tax district
and a city, taxes levied would be deductible, just like with a town (Jones et al. 1988).
Historically speaking, Reston has twice had the opportunity to incorporate as a
town. The first mention of town status came from Reston Citizens Association, around
1973. Over the years, they began to collect information, and produce reports citing the
upsides and downsides to incorporation. In 1980, the issue was put to a vote, and
incorporation was turned down by a margin of three to two. Some of the reasons given
for this failure include limited powers of a town, additional taxes, and unanswered
questions about what would become of Reston Association. In 1988, the issue was again
brought up, and put to a vote. This time, the Reston boundaries were those that were
defined by RA, and didn't include 'non-RA' Reston (non-RA Reston includes some in
the RCC special tax district). The issue was again turned down, and the issue laid to rest
until recently. Talks of town status today are still in their infancy. The latest plan is to ask
the general assembly to approve a referendum for a town charter as early as January 2006
(Soricelli 2005). However, the outcome of these discussions may not be known for some
time.
One possible distinction that can be made between Reston and a typical local
government is that Reston could represent some efficiency gains in providing some
public goods at a lower level of government than a typical county government. One could
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make an argwnent that enforcement of covenants in Reston is an example of Oates'
decentralization theorem; that public goods should be provided at the lowest layer of
government that encompasses the relevant benefits and costs (Oates 1972). When this is
done, efficiency results from decentralization. There may be some efficiency gains in
providing fewer zoning regulations at the county level, and allowing localities to
determine their appropriate amount of zoning. This is what occurred within Reston when
Simon got approval from Fairfax County for PRC zoning. After receiving this exemption,
Simon still had what is essentially zoning regulations, but those regulations were tailored
to the specific needs of the community.
Reston today is a unique example of local government. More local than a county
government, but more dispersed than a city or town government, Reston has little to
directly compare itself to. Town incorporation has been brought up a couple of times in
the past, and is an issue today, as incorporation would allow Reston more political
muscle. Additionally, taxes would be used to fund public goods, and these taxes would be
tax deductible to an extent, as opposed to homeowner's assessments, which are not tax
deductible. A town or city could probably not provide the same level of public goods as
Reston, as Reston's historical context and political structure allow it to provide more
public goods and in a more efficient manner than other forms of government. As its
history and politics were shaped over time, Reston provided more public goods and in a
more efficient manner than a typical town, city or county.
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Public Goods

One of the most important aspects of Reston is its provision of public goods.
Reston provides for a plethora of public goods in an efficient manner that goes above and
beyond the level typically provided by a local government. A good can be characterized
as a public good when it benefits all consumers and is non-exclusive (Browning and
Zupan, 543). For example, a street that is paved by a local government would benefit all
who live on a street, and all that use the street. Public goods have the characteristic that
they will be undersupplied by the market if consumers cannot be excluded from its
benefits (i.e. the benefits are non-excludable), and thus have no incentive to pay for a
good's production. Two characteristics are what define a public good: non-rival benefits,
and non-exclusion. If a good has non-rival benefits, this means that one person's
consumption does not inherently diminish the quantity consumed by another person.
When a good is non-rival in consumption, once this good is produced, it can be made
available to all consumers without affecting any one consumer's consumption level.
Thus, a non-rival good does not need to be rationed. A good is non-excludable if, once
produced, it is impossible or prohibitively expensive to exclude selected persons from a
good's consumption. Thus, every individual can share in the consumption of a non
excludable good regardless of whether they pay for it.
One of the major problems with public goods provision is that it exhibits a version
of a prisoner's dilemma. A prisoner's dilemma is when it is in the best interest of all
parties to act together to achieve something, even though it is in their individual interest
to act counter to this. For example, using public goods, suppose that a neighborhood
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wants equipment for a park for their children to play. The equipment has a total cost of
$10,000. The neighborhood has 5 households, and would cost each $2,000. In addition,
each household would receive a benefit of $4,000 if the equipment were to be bought.
However, each resident will get the benefit regardless of whether they pay for the
construction or not. Thus, each member has an incentive to free-ride on the others'
contributions. If we assume all of the residents in this example are rational (i.e. not be
willing to pay greater than the marginal benefit they receive), and if three or more of the
residents were to behave in this manner, then the equipment would not be provided. One
of the more interesting facets of the free-rider problem is that its severity varies with the
size of the group. When group sizes are small, contributions and free-riding are more
easily detected. In this example, the equipment could probably be provided if the
households could solve for two problems. First, if they could deal with any bargaining
problems. For instance, if household one does not have $2000 now, and only has $1500,
would they then pay less and everyone else more? Second, the households must be able
to punish free-riders. If say, the homeowner's association of this neighborhood could
place a lien on a homeowner's house, this could form an effective punishment for free
riding. Thus, a link between contribution to a public good and a punishment can create an
incentive to pay, and can substitute for exclusion from a public good. In this example, if a
household were to not pay for the public good, they could still use the park, but they
would have a lien on their house. This would not be a very good outcome for the non
paying house, and should eliminate free-riding efforts.
Typically, public goods are provided by a governmental agency of some sort. This
is because a government can solve the two problems mentioned above. First, a
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government can detect and punish free-riding residents. The federal government does this
through the IRS. If someone does not pay their taxes or cheats on their taxes, the IRS will
discover (sooner or later) through an audit. Second, governments can deal with
bargaining issues through all branches of government, most notably through legislative
branches in the federal government and at the state-level in the United States. An
interesting note about governmental bargaining processes is that they are probably
inefficient. It is quite likely that bureaucrats act to maximize their budget, thus resulting
in an oversupply of bureaucracies' output (and thus, an oversupply of public goods)
(Mueller 364). Though this oversupply would occur at all levels of government, theory
would indicate that it would be most severe at the federal level. The reasoning behind this
is twofold. First, one of the key assumptions to the budget-maximizing model is that there
is a measurement problem inherent to a government agency producing a service. For
example, while one can measure the number of soldiers or tanks a government produces,
one cannot measure units of protection offered by national defense. While this is certainly
true, larger levels of government should be positively correlated with larger measurement
problems. Secondly, it is postulated that managers in a public bureau have no financial
incentive to increase efficiency. However, it is possible at the local level that this is not
true. Using Tiebout's model of voting with your feet, managers would have at least some
incentive to increase efficiency (1956). If they did not, the bureau would lose patrons to
other jurisdictions, resulting in a budget cut. This provides another justification for the
use of Oates' decentralization theorem, that public goods should be located at the lowest
layer of government that encompasses the relative benefits and costs.
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In Reston, a multitude ofpublic goods are provided. Most of them are provided
through Reston Association, though some are provided through other means. The public
goods provided include a variety of recreational public goods, a town center that is
unique compared to a typical suburban strip mall, the Reston master plan itself, and a
variety of other small touches that tend to make Reston the unique place it is.
One of the more import ant aspects ofReston with regard to public goods is its
population density (Foldvary 1992). In Reston, the population is approximately 56407 as
ofthe 2000 census. With an area of10,976 acres (according to the United States Census),
this equates to a population density of approximately 5.13 persons per acre. One
important note to recall about the area ofReston is that a large portion of this area is
reserved for open space, so this figure is likely somewhat understated. This contrasts with
other subdivisions in Fairfax County, which have smaller densities. For example, nearby
Oakton has a population of 29348 and an area of approximately 9.7 square miles. This
translates into a population density of approximately 4. 72 persons per acre. Achieving
this level of population density tends to make some public goods economically feasible,
such as the internal bus system Reston used for m any years. With a larger population to
work with, there is also a possibility of some product differentiation. A good example of
this would be the pool system. In Reston, there are 15 pools, with 5 spas, and while all
except one are 25 meters long, all have their own unique touch. The recently renovated
Glade pool has a 2-story waterpark-style slide, Hunters Woods pool has a separate
volleyball pool and a basketball area, and Lake Newport is a 50 meter long by 25 meter
wide Olympic size swimming pool. At the same time, other pools are still small 6-lane,
25-meter neighborhood pools that offer a quieter, secluded area. Additionally, Reston
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enjoys a rather large employment base, which would tend to reduce external trips made
by residents. This in and of itself could be considered a public good, as traffic congestion
externalities could be reduced.
Probably the most notable of Reston's public goods is its recreational
opportunities. Reston offers a "Richness of recreational and accessible nature that
exceeds that of typical city governments, such as that of the nearby towns of Herndon and
Vienna" (Foldvary 1992). Foldvary, the only other academic economist who has written
about Reston, merely asserts that it provides more public goods, and failed to test this
hypothesis empirically. Some of these recreational public goods include 4 man-made
lakes, approximately 53 miles of pathways, 2 golf courses (one public, one private),
football and baseball fields, 49 tennis courts with 26 lighted for night play and 15 pools,
of which 5 have spas. While it is not unusual for a homeowner's association to provide
for these types of public goods, it is rare for a homeowner' s association to have the scope
that Reston Association does. For example, the Chantilly Highlands Homes Association,
located in the Herndon/Oak Hill area of Fairfax County, provides for 909 homes, has one
pool, and two tennis courts, a small bike path and a playground. Interestingly, this
indicates that in Reston, there are actually more households per pool than there are in
other communities. Reston appears to have approximately 23320 households, and 15
pools, revealing approximately 1550 households per pool, versus the 909 households per
pool in Chantilly Highlands. A quick look at the Little Rocky Run Homeowners
Association reveals a similar result, with 2722 households and 3 pools, or approximately
907 households per pool. There could be many reasons for this to occur, but perhaps it is
that Reston, with its size, can realize the needs of its residents better than other (smaller)
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homeowners associations. Another likely possibility is that Reston is able to realize
economies of scale. This is a likely possibility, as two pools have been closed in the last
ten years, due to lack of use at those facilities.
Another public good in Reston is the master plan itself (Grubisich et. al 1985). If
residents are to value the knowledge of where residential, commercial, and open space is
located and will continue to be located, then this in and of itself could be considered a
public good. Additionally, residents can be assured that open space and facilities will not
be used for other uses over time, though the nature of a facility's use may change over
time (examples include Southgate recreation center under construction and the Lake
Anne recreational complex, both of which were formerly underused pools). This
contrasts with a public government, where zoning laws or title transfers can change a
facility's use overnight (Foldvary 1992).
Some of the other public goods provided in Reston include artistic qualities, such
as fancy lighting, fountains and sculptures. From day one, art has been an important
aspect of the Reston culture. The location of amenities is another public good. Lakes,
pools, tennis courts and the like were all strategically placed, such that one is never too
far away from an amenity of some sort. In Reston, one is pretty much guaranteed to be
within walking distance of at least one pool and one tennis court, and they are usually
connected by pathway. Another public good, as Netherton (1989) pointed out, is the
efforts to keep all utilities underground. Except for the Dominion Power easement along
the W&OD trail (a biking/walking trail, of which approximately 5 miles runs through
Reston), all utilities in Reston are buried. This provides two positive effects for residents.
First, there is the obvious natural beauty of not having power lines everywhere in Reston.
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Second, there are far fewer outages in Reston than in surrounding areas. One final public
good that is provided in Reston is that of the school system. While the school system is
provided through Fairfax County as it is in all other communities in the county, the
location of the schools was chosen through the master plan. The way the system was set
up, virtually all elementary age children are within walking distance of their school
(Foldvary 1992).
IfReston truly has more public goods than other areas of Fairfax County, what
does this imply for home prices? If one is to look at Tiebout's voting with your feet
model, the conclusion is that communities are essentially sets of public goods and
associated tax rates, and that voters will move towards communities that best satisfy their
needs. Since Reston has been shown to have a greater proportion and a unique set of
public goods compared to other communities in Fairfax County, should residents be
willing to pay more than the associated homeowner's fee (essentially a tax in this case)
for a larger set of public goods, then housing prices should be higher than other
communities in Fairfax County, holding all other common factors constant. A dummy
variable can be used to test to see if this is the case.

Methodology
Since this model is going to determine whether the sales price of a house in
Reston VA varies substantially from that of a typical Fairfax County house, the sales
price of a house sold in Fairfax County between January 1, 2003 and June 30th 2003 was
used as the dependent variable in this model. Sales price can be expected to be a function
of the set ofinternal and external characteristics the house exhibits, as well as any
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externalities the house encompasses. This time frame was chosen to allow for enough
degrees of freedom while minimizing the effects of any inflation that may have occurred.
The independent variables that represent the internal characteristics of the house include
the square footage of the house, the square footage of the basement, the age of the house,
when the house was renovated (if it was renovated before the sale of the home), the
number of bathrooms a house has, the number of bedrooms, and finally how many
fireplaces the house has. The independent variables that represent the external
characteristics of the house include whether the house is a townhouse, the acreage of the
land of the property, the square footage of any attached or detached accessories, and
whether the property is a waterfront property. The independent variables that proxy for
any externalities the house encompasses includes measurements of school quality, crime
rates, a Reston variable if the house is located in Reston, and a Reston town center
variable if the house is located in the Reston town center district.
The effect on sales price of square footage of a house, as well as square footage of
a basement would seem to be positive. However, there could also be a negative effect of
house size as well, as a one unit increase in house size, ceteris paribus, would indicate
that the house is bigger and land size is the same. This would seem to cause a slight
negative effect from the opportunity cost of the land used up by an increase in house size.
However, it is assumed that the positive effects of a larger house size would outweigh
any negative effects from a decrease in open land.
The effect of age on sales price would likely be negative and non-linear. A one
unit increase in age for a new unit, ceteris paribus, would likely have a much greater
impact on value than an older unit. Thus, a natural log form was chosen for the age
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variable. Additionally, there should be an impact of any renovations to a house on sales
price. If renovations were performed recently on a house, then that house should sell for a
higher price than a non-renovated home, ceteris paribus. Thus, a renovation variable is
included as well. It should be noted that because a house that has not been renovated
would take on a value of zero, a specification similar to age cannot be used in this case.
The effects of a renovation should mirror those of age; that is, a house that has been
renovated in 2002 should have more of an impact than a house that was renovated in
1995. Thus, a quadratic form, using the year a house was renovated was chosen as the
independent variable. If a house has been renovated, then a more recently renovated
house will have a greater impact on sales price than a house renovated longer ago.
Additionally, if a house has not been renovated, or the renovation occurred after the sale
of the house, then the renovation variable takes on a value of zero.
Another variable is the number of bathrooms. An increase in the number of
bathrooms, holding all else constant, would likely have two impacts. First, the consumer
should desire additional bathrooms, thus raising the price of the house. However, there
should also be a negative effect of less livable space (an increase in the number of
bathrooms, holding constant the square footage of the house, would result in less house
space). However, it is assumed that the positive effects of increasing the number of
bathrooms would outweigh the negative effects of ta1cing up more house size.
Additionally, bathrooms were split into half bathrooms and full bathrooms, as it is
entirely possible that two half bathrooms do not have the same impact on sales price as
that of one full bathroom. However, the effect of a half bathroom should have a positive
impact on sales price, as is the case with full bathrooms. Thus, full bathrooms and half
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bathrooms are included in the regression equation, and this variable is expected to have a
positive impact on sales price.
Another variable included is the number of bedrooms. Increases in the number of
bedrooms, holding all else constant, would have the same two impacts as that of
bathrooms. However, it is assumed that the negative effect of less livable space would be
more pronounced with bedrooms, as bedrooms tend to take up more space than a
bathroom. Thus, bedrooms and a square footage-bedroom interaction term are both
included. Additionally, the impact of more bedrooms would be indeterminate, as an
increase in the number of bedrooms holding all other variables constant, does not have a
clear-cut interpretation. However, an increase in the square footage-bedrooms interaction
term, defined as square feet/bedrooms would likely be negative. That is, an increase in
the number of bedrooms would lead to less space for other things with this variable,
which should lead to a lower sales value.
Fireplaces would exhibit the same two-fold impact as that of bathrooms.
However, due to the very small impact on square feet of a fireplace, the negative impact
would be negligible. Thus, an increase in fireplaces, holding all else constant, would lead
to an increase in the sales price of a home, as customers can be expected to value
fireplaces.
The effects of a unit being a townhouse are indeterminate. There are cases that
can be made for a unit having a negative effect; some buyers may prefer to have a full
yard, a quarter acre lot, and a garage (an example of a typical suburban single family
detached house). Others, however, may prefer to not have to tend to a yard, or may prefer
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to have more neighbors. Thus, it cannot be determined on theoretical grounds whether the
effect of being a townhouse is positive or negative, ceteris paribus.
The effect ofland acreage on sales price is expected to be positive. However, the
effect could quite likely be non-linear. A small increase in land size may have a large
impact on sales price when land is scarce; however on larger lots, a small increase in land
size would likely have a smaller impact on sales price. Because of this, a natural log was
chosen for lan d size.
The effect of any attached or detached accessories on the value of a house would
also follow the two-fold impact as that of square footage of the overall house. However,
as accessories likely will not take up a large share of the property, then the negative
effects of additional accessories on land will be outweighed by the additional utility
arising from more accessories. Thus, increases in attached or detached accessories should
raise the selling price of a house.
The effect of being a waterfront property would have a positive impact on sales
price. "Whether for agricultural, recreational, or other purposes, waterfront real estate has
always been desirable" (Galaty et. al 114). If waterfront property is desirable, ceteris
paribus, then consumers would be willing to pay more for them. Because the number of
feet of bordering waterfront was not available, a dummy variable was used to capture this
willingness to pay more.
School quality is expected to have a significant and positive effect on the sales
price of a home. Because there are a large number of school districts in Fairfax County,
and not every school district is the same, it seems that consumers would be willing to
place a premium on better quality school districts. This occurs because direct competition
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amongst schools does not occur, and so competition occurs through the residential
location decisions of homeowners (Millimet and Rangaprasad 1).
Crime would appear to have a definite negative impact on sales prices. As crime
is an economic bad, then as crime increases, sales prices are expected to drop.
The final variable is the Reston dummy variable. The effects of a house being
located in Reston are expected to have a positive impact on sales price. This is because of
the Tiebout model considerations, and any positive externalities that Reston may generate
for its residents. Additionally, the Reston effect was split into two dummy variables. The
first is that of whether the property is located in Reston or not. The second is that of the
Reston town center district. If a home is located within the Reston town center district,
then it is included in this dummy variable, as well as in the Reston location variable.
Holding constant the Reston variable, this should increase home prices.
Finally, the econometric model can be specified as
Sale; =a+ /J1 SQ; + /J2 TH; + /J3 ln(lan d, )+ /34 ln(age;) + /J5 renov; + /J6 renov/ + /J7 sqft +
/J8 bst _sqft+ /J9 attach+ /J10 detach+ /Jucrime; + /J12 baths; + /J13 hlf _bth; + /J14 bdrms; +
sqft

/315 bdrms; + /316 jire; + /317 water; + /318 reston; + /319 RTC; + &;
'

Data and Data Sources
The majority of the data about the internal and external characteristics of the
houses comes from Fairfax County's Department of Tax Administration Real Estate
Assessment Information Site. Age was calculated by taking the year the house was built,
then subtracting that number from 2004. Thus, a house built in 2003 was considered 1
year old. Renovations were taken as the year the renovations occurred and the square of
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that year, and the renovation variable is zero ifrenovations did not occur (or ifthey
occurred after the sale of the house).
Information on school quality comes from the Virginia Department of Education
SOL passing rates for 2002. Assigning specific addresses to the appropriate school was
done at Fairfax County Public Schools Boundary Information System. From here,
Algebra 2 passing rates were chosen to represent a school's overall quality. Algebra 2
was chosen because there would be little problem with middle school overlap.
Additionally, a high school course was chosen because it seemed on theoretical grounds
that parents would more highly value a good quality high school in Fairfax County, as
opposed to a middle school. It should be noted, however, that there shouldn't be much of
a difference between using middle school or high school performance, as the two have
mostly (though not exactly) the same boundaries.
Information on crime comes from Fairfax County Police Department's Crime
Statistics web page. Here, information can be obtained showing the number ofcrimes
that occur within each police district station. Data from 2002 were used, because in May
2003, another district station was added and boundaries changed. There was a small
problem with the data set, however. The crime data used were all in aggregate measures,
not in per capita terms. This necessitated finding population statistics for each district
station. However, the districts used by Fairfax County Police Department are not used by
any other departments in the county. Thus, a phone call was placed to the police
department, attempting to ascertain the population in each district. The response was that
the district stations were based on population. Thus, each district was divided by its
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proportional share of population of the county to get a per capita measure of crime 1 •
Additionally, crime data for Herndon and Vienna (both of which have their own police
departments) comes from Crime in Virginia, January-December 2002. However, the data
for Fairfax County from Crime in Virginia did not match up to the data from Fairfax
County Police Department. Thus, it was presumed that some crimes were included in this
data set that was not included in Fairfax County Police Department's. Thus, the ratio of
crimes in FCPD to Crime in Virginia was taken2, and multiplied by the data for Herndon
and Vienna. This number was then divided by the population of each town to get a per
capita measure of crime for both towns.
Finally, a note on sample design is in order. With the number of households in
Fairfax County numbering in the hundreds of thousands, a sample of the county had to be
taken. In taking the sample, first the population of each district was divided into the total
county population. This number was then multiplied by 120 (an arbitrary sample size
chosen). This gave the number of data points needed for each supervisor district. Next, a
map of the nine supervisor districts was used, and a population density map was overlaid.
From here, the approximate number of data points within each supervisor district,
accounting for population density was found, and then data points were either randomly
selected (when little about the district was known), or data points were selected based on
the makeup of the district (when more about the district was known). An example of one
of the maps used is included in the appendix.
The means of all of the variables used are presented in table 1.

Fairfax County had seven district stations in 2002, so the population of the county was divided by seven
to get each station's proportional share of population of the county.
2
The ratio of crimes in Fairfax County from the Crime in Virginia data set to the figures from Fairfax
County Police Department's was taken so that any differences in data collection could be reconciled.
1
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Table 1: Ree:ression Variable Means
Mean
Variable
386099.7661
Price
78.72042776
SOL Score
0.614395887
Townhouse
0.219634008
Acrea�e
-2.34318078
Ln(acrea�e)
2.965702339
Ln(a�e)
321.3290488
Basement sqfi
1.051413882
FireTJlace
1806.514139
Square feet
Attached accessories sqft 352.1388175
Detached accessories sqft 26.4113ll05

Variable
crime
Reston
RTC
baths
Half baths
Waterfront
Renovation
Renovation squared
Bedrooms
Sqft/bedrooms

Mean
0.018574444
0.714652956
0.02570694l
2.431876607
0.781491003
0.025706941
113.1670951
226447.6761
3.359897172
546.8112254

Here, some of these means have some interpretation, while others clearly do not. TH's
mean, for example, would not imply that each house is .61 of a townhouse. This number
implies that 61.4% of the observations were townhouses. This interpretation is true of any
dummy variable. The Reston variable would indicate that 71.46% of the data is in
Reston. An important note about this is that the means given here are heavily skewed
towards Reston housing. Additionally, the average lot size for a house is 0.219 acres.
This number, however, may also be non-representative. There are a large number of
townhouses in this data set that have lot sizes ranging from 0.01 acres to 0.12 acres.
There are also a few houses that have very large lot sizes that will skew the number
upwards. The median for lot size actually turned out to be 0.06, so it is evident that this
number is skewed upwards. The final example is that of renovations. The renovation
variable (not the squared term), would imply that the average house was renovated in the
year 113.167. However, this is clearly not the case. The reason for this is that the majority
of the houses in this data set were not renovated at all. When the mean and median of just
the houses that had been renovated were taken, the numbers came to be 2001.286 and
2002, respectively.
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Regression Results
The results of the regression indicate that nearly all of the internal and external
characteristics of a house do have a statistically significant impact on the sales price of a
house in Fairfax County. In fact, the only variables under these categories that did not
have a statistically significant impact are the number of half bathrooms and whether the
unit was a townhouse or not. The extemality variables turned out to have mixed results.
Some of them, namely the Reston Town Center variable, the waterfront variable, and per
capita crime rates, turned out to have statistical significance, while the school quality
proxy and the Reston variable, did not tum out to have any statistical significance. Thus,
the hypothesis that the effect of a property being located in Reston has no effect on the
price cannot be rejected.
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Table 2: Rel!ression Results for Sales Price of a House in Fairfax County Virginia
Coefficient

Standard Error

t-stat

p-value

alg 2
Th
Ln land
Ln age
bsmt
fire
SQ ft
attach
detach
crime
reston
rte
wtrfront
renov
renov 2
bdrms
sqft bdr
baths
hlf bth
cons

627.0128
-16733.66
42578.56
-43731.57
114.6485
14953.44
181.2385
33.01408
71.51046
-2484700
-15055.44
72136.63
104227
-5712.68
2.863577
-47374.64
-182.5826
22712.02
1986.122
435639.9

673.4238
15756.64
7553.325
6299.871
18.88478
5933.276
17.3013
14.06288
27.68408
1314305
12272.88
21239.36
21096.88
5552.015
2.774471
10967.21
58.93357
6167.597
5991.679
78409.45

0.93
-1.06
5.64
-6.94
6.07
2.52
10.48
2.35
2.58
-1.89
-1.23
3.40
4.94
-1.03
1.03
-4.32
-3.10
3.68
0.33
5.56

0.352
0.289
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.012
0.000
0.019
0.010
0.059
0.221
0.001
0.000
0.304
0.303
0.000
0.002
0.000
0.740
0.000

N=389
df=369

F =191.48

p-value for f-stat=0.000

R 2 = 0.9079

-2

R = 0.9032

First, as to the overall fit of the equation, adjusted R squared is .9032, and thus,
this model specification explains approximately ninety percent of the variation in housing
sales prices. Additionally, the F-test results in a p-value of 0.0000 and thus at the one
percent confidence level, we can reject the hypothesis that /31 = /32 = /33 = . . . = /319 = 0 .
Algebra 2 high school scores do not appear to have a statistically significant
influence on the selling price of a house, although the sign does match expectations. This
does appear to contradict the idea that families will pay more for better quality schools. It
is entirely possible however, that this is a specification issue. Perhaps algebra 2 high
schools scores is not an appropriate measure of school quality. Or perhaps parents value
elementary school quality more so than high school quality. Or perhaps parents that do
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care about school quality tend to send their kids to private schools and thus, housing
purchases are not made based on public school quality. This would be one area to explore
further in future research.
The effect of being a townhouse does not appear to have a statistically significant
impact on housing prices either. It cannot be shown that being a townhouse, holding all
other variables constant, has a significant impact on the selling price of a home.
The natural log of land and the natural log of age do have a statistically significant
impact on sales price. Increases in land size here tend to increase the sales price of a
home at a decreasing rate, and increases in age decrease the sales price of a home at a
decreasing rate. A one percent increase in the lot size of a house is associated with a
$42,578.56 increase in the selling price of a house, while a one percent increase in the
age of a home is associated with a $43,731.57 decrease in the selling price of a house.
Basement square footage, attached and detached accessories all have a
statistically significant impact on the sales price of a home as well. This suggests that if
the size of a basement is increased, or the size of accessories increases, that the selling
price of that home would increase as well.
Crime is found here to be a statistically significant variable at the 5%, one-sided
test level. Increases in regional per-capita crime are found to lower the selling price of a
home.
The impact of a house being on a waterfront is found to be a statistically
significant variable. A house that is on a waterfront, ceteris paribus, is found to raise the
selling price of a house by $104,227.
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Whether a renovation has a statistically significant impact on sales price ofa
house has to be determined using a partial f-test, as renovation and renovation squared
are linked. The F-stat is found using equation 1.

F=

(RSSc -RSS)! C (l)
RSS !(n -(k + 1))

The F-stat found is 3.77253, which is above the critical F of3.00, so it can be concluded
that a quadratic form ofrenovation has a statistically signific ant impact on sales price. An
increase in the year of renovation tends to increase the value ofa house at an increasing
rate. It should also be noted that the range ofrenovation years is 1995-2003 and thus,
attempts to apply this regression outside of this range should not be attempted.
Whether the square footage of a house has a statistically signific ant impact on the
sales price ofa house also must be tested with a partial f-test. The F-stat found is in the
same manner as equation 1, and turns out to be F = 190.1864• This f-stat is well above the
critical F of3.00, so it can be said that square footage has a statistically significant impact
on the sales price ofa home. One ofthe more interesting implications of this si gnificance
is that increases in square footage have a greater impact on sales price when a house has
more bedrooms than with fewer. The change in the sales price ofa house due to changes
in square footage can be shown in equation 2.
8SP;
/3 /3 l 2
+
( )
=
a'Sqfit;
7
is bdrms;

(1.3375e+12-1.3107e+12 )/ 2
1.3107e+12/369
(2.6618e+12-1.3107e+12 )12
4
F = --'--------------'-- = 190.186
1.3107e+12/369
3

F = -'--------------'-- =3.77248
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As /J,5 is negative, the higher the number of bedrooms, the lower the negative effect
of /315

1
. Additionally, it is interesting to note that the effect of square footage on the
bdrms

sales price of a house for a one bedroom house would be
1
181.2385 + (-182.5826 * -) = -1.34 . However, for a two bedroom house, the effect
1
1
would be 181.2385 + (-182.5826 * -) = 89.9472 .
2
Bedrooms also must be tested for statistical significance as square footage and
renovation are. The F-stat, calculated with equation 1, is 10.475 • This F-stat is also above
the critical F of 3.00, so bedrooms and the interaction term between bedrooms and square
footage is shown to have a statistically significant impact on sales price. The impact of a
change in the number of bedrooms is shown in equation 3.

asp

--' - = /J14 + /Jis sqf"t; (3)
obdrms;
Thus, a one-unit increase in the number of bedrooms in a house would decrease the
selling price of a house by$47,374.64+$182.58 * sqft i .
Full bathrooms are also found to be a statistically significant variable. A one-unit
increase in the number of full bathrooms is found to raise the selling price of that house
by $22,712.02, ceteris paribus. Interestingly, however, half bathrooms is not found to be
a statistically significant variable in explaining variations in the selling price of a house.
The sign does match the expectation, however.

5

(1.3851e+12 -l.3107e+12 )12
1.3107e+ 12/369

F= -'----------�'-- = 10.47
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The impact of a house being within Reston does not appear to have any
statistically significant impact on the selling price of a house. Additionally, the sign does
not match the prediction made. This would seem to indicate that there is no special value
associated with being located within Reston that sales price tends to pick up. One
possibility is that, even though externalities in Reston may theoretically tend to raise the
selling price of a house, the dues paid both to Reston Association and to the cluster
association a house is located in may completely offset or even overpower the extra value
of a house being located in Reston. This could also be another area of future research.
Finally, the impact of a house being located within the Reston Town Center district is
significant and positive. A house that is located within this district would tend to raise the
selling price of a house by $72,136.63, but at the same time, would drop by $15,055.44
ceteris paribus. This is because a house located within the Reston Town Center district is
also located within Reston. This result suggests that mixed-use projects such as Reston
Town Center provide positive externalities, at least for the residents living within their
bounds.

Econometric Problems

There did not appear to be any specific problems with multicollinearity. The
results of a VIF test are shown in table 3.
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Table 3: VIF test results
Variable
renov
renov 2
so ft
sqft bdr
bdrms
ln land
reston
attach
wtrfront

VIF
721192.3
721119.9
18.6
14.28
8.86
8.42
6.44
3.36
2.77
1.22

INIF
0.000001
0.000001
0.053758
0.070004
0. I 12883
0.11873
0.155245
0.297285
0.361603
0.81914

Variable
crime
ln age
baths
hlf bth
fire
bsmt
detach
alg 2
rte
Mean VIF

VIF
2.52
2.3
2.24
1.84
1.52
1.48
1.3
1.24
1.24
75915.36

INIF
0.397436
0.435467
0.445844
0.542374
0.659605
0.676124
0.768892
0.803428
0.808187

Because Renovation and renovation squared are directly connected, this is the cause of
their exceptionally high VIF values. Additionally, sq_ft and sqft_bdr are also directly
related, as are sqft_ bdr and bdrms, causing the high VIF values for these variables. The
only other variable that may cause concern is 1n_land. After running a correlation matrix,
ln_land was found to be most highly correlated with attached accessories. However, both
variables were left in the equation for two reasons. First, most variables were found to be
statistically significant in the first place, so any multicollinearity encountered had a
negligible effect on the estimated equation. Second, though In_land and attached
accessories may be correlated, they measure different concepts. Thus, doing nothing was
determined to be the best course of action for the multicollinearity encountered with this
equation.
There did appear to be a problem with heteroskedasticity in this equation.
Running the White test for heteroskedasticity, the general test statistic was found to be
333.6107. This is well above the critical chi-squared statistic of 187.23 at the 5% level.
Thus, this equation exhibits problems with heteroskedasticity. To remedy this problem,
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the regression was rerun using heteroskedasticity-corrected standard errors. The results
are shown in the appendix. Interestingly, once heteroskedasticity is corrected for, the only
major change is that attached accessories is no longer a statistically significant variable.

Conclusion
This study tests to see whether housing in Reston carries a price premium.
Previous authors, (Foldvary 1992) have speculated about this, but no empirical study has
been done. The results from this study indicate that ceteris paribus, there is no statistically
significant difference in the price of housing in Reston versus that of the rest of the
county, but location in the Reston Town Center district does. Though Reston may offer
more public goods than other communities, and may do so in a more efficient manner,
this does not appear to translate to increases in housing prices. Additionally, even though
the political structure may be entirely unique to Reston, this does not appear to have any
effect on the price of housing for residents of Reston. There does appear to be one spot
that does have some locational externalities attached to it, namely for the houses located
within the Reston Town Center district. While it cannot be concluded that Reston Town
Center housing has more public goods, the results are consistent with the hypothesis that
Reston Town Center offers public goods in excess of fees. It is possible however, that
there could be a competing explanation. This could be due to high demand for mixed use
projects, or due to the fact that residents within the town center district, while part of
Reston, are not covered by Reston Association, and thus receive much of the benefits of
Reston without paying for them. Essentially, it seems that either Reston Town Center
residents either receive more public goods, or have lower fees than the rest of Reston. In
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all likelihood, it is a combination of both; it has been noted that town center residents pay
less in fees, but they also have immediate walking distance access to the town center,
which is certainly a public good in and of itself. Finally, one area of future research is
suggested, which would be to include the dues of each cluster association in Reston. As
each neighborhood in Reston charges its own set of dues on its residents, this could have
a very real and important impact on the sales price of the house. Additionally, it is
entirely possible that the combination of the Reston Association fee and the cluster
association fee extracts all of the public goods gains.
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Appendix A

Ree;ression results usin!! Heteroskedasticity Corrected Standard Errors
Regression with robust standard errors
F( 19, 369)
Prob> F
R-souared
RootMSE
SP
alg 2
th
In land
In age
bsmt
frre
SQ ft
attach
detach
crime
reston
rte
wtrfront
renov
renov 2
bdrms
sqft bdr
baths
hlf bth
cons

Number of obs = 389
104.78
0.0000
0.9079
59599
Std. Err.

Coef.
627.0128
-16733.66
42578.56
-43731.57
114.6485
14953.44
181.2385
33.01408
71.51046
-2484700
-15055.44
72136.63
104227
-5712.68
2.863577
-47374.64
-182.5826
22712.02
1986.122
435639.9

725.8723
18247.50
11457.69
10316.72
31.65671
7154.921
28.63425
20.42614
39.62104
11818570
12968.92
30320.02
20870.24
3996.717
1.997805
14579.26
87.23381
7121.179
7626.916
106034.4

P>ltl

T
0.86
-0.92
3.72
-4.24
3.62
2.09
6.33
1.62
1.80
-2.10
-1.16
2.38
4.99
-1.43
1.43
-3.25
-2.09
3.19
0.26
4.11

0.388
0.360
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.037
0.000
0.107
0.072
0.036
0.246
0.018
0.000
0.154
0.153
0.001
0.037
0.002
0.795
0.000

r95% Conf.
-800.352
-52615.8
20047.99
-64018.5
52.39828
883.9073
124.9317
-7.15215
-6.40088
-4808718
-40557.7
12514.93
63187.46
-13571.9
-1.06494
-76043.5
-354.12
8708.832
-13011.6
227132.5

Interval]
2054.378
19148.48
65109.12
-23444.6
176.8986
29022.98
237.5453
73.18031
149.4218
-160681
10446.83
131758.3
145266.5
2146.518
6.792088
-18705.8
-11.0449
36715.2
16983.79
644147.4

